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Luoyang is a very special capital of Tang Dynasty. It is the Tang Dynasty of rising 
and fallning in miniature. Be richly endowed by nature on politics, economy, 
transportation and culture advantages witch made sovereigns in the past dynasties 
strengthen the ruler on it when power was available, that’s very apparent in the Tang 
Dynasty. The Tang Dynasty established a simulative central bureaucracy system in 
Luoyang, which was known as the East Branch system. After Anlushan Rebellion, 
Power of the Tang Dynasty was gradually falling, lost the ruling of East capital 
Luoyang bit by bit. The East branch secretary gradually became a ainstitution where a 
idle relegation official or powerless great officer of imperial court were placed.  
As a long history capital with developed economy, convenient transportation and 
prosperous culture, compared with other punishment, exile in Luoyang branch is most 
Minor Penalty, placation more than penalty. More over, because this system is not far 
from the East Hall, officials can still paid close attention to the political situation. 
From the standpoint of individual career officers can either join centrical political 
activities or go back to nature. In view of this, quite a few officials were exiled or 
volunteer himself to the East Division, because the organization and personal 
aspirations, their performance and attitudes varied. 
Company officials served in Luoyang idly without official business, the daily 
activities were building private garden, helding parties and wandering in beautiful 
sightseeing in Luoyang. In Luoyang, that was a tradition to held culture gathering, 
some officials with high reputation still occupied government positions which 
supported the gathering. Culture gathering hold by Li Jue and Pei Du had the most 
important impact.  
In addition, Luoyang had advantage of high developed traffic and economy which 
made itself a ideal stage for literature activities, also, as the center of literature, it 
made for forming poets group having same creation style. Han Yu, as the typical 
















to divert himself from loneliness, making poet style odd. Bai Juyi, Liu Yuxi and Pei 
Du representing Luo Yang leisure poet group preferred free life with leisure, their 
poets creation regards idle occupation and wield feast as themes, singing both officials 
and a hermit's life.. 
Compared with the two poets, because of the social background and cultural 
atmosphere was different, the two poetic tendency was not the same. Han Yu and his 
friends were playing Poetry to resolve the loneliness. This made them poems more 
advocating odd. Luoyang's poets to Bai Juyi, Liu Yuxi and Pei Du as the center, they 
loved to have company this idle life. Their poems also took comfortable office and the 
wild feast for the topic, singing both officials and a hermit's life. 
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